PLEASANT WEEKEND

"School Spirit, Satiration and Planning" was the title of an editorial which appeared in The Tech six weeks ago. At the time, we wrote: "We have just gone through too many social events being planned during the school year, and that the condition of saturation was rapidly approaching. This is a case of over-stimulation.

It's rather difficult to see what charms this weekend holds, but certainly it must have some sort of attraction. Between Friday noon and Saturday night an even dozen events will be held—above and beyond the normal activities. However, this does not have to venture very far out on the limb with a prediction that every event with the possible exception of the Acquaintance Dance will be underattended, and that all those which require tickets will be sold out.

We are shedding no tears for any group caught in this weekend whirlpool—every group which planned an event should have been better informed as to the conditions and the attendance figures. A little common sense would have made the days much more agreeable. However, we do feel sorry for the worthwhile events which will suffer.

Future freshman classes will be hampered in their attempts to hold a class function because the present frosh class has not seen fit to live up to its promises. Although this class voted to support their County Fair, very few frosh have actually subscribed to the event.

Time and toil have not seen fit to live up to its promises. Although this class voted to support their County Fair, very few frosh have actually subscribed to the event.

Dear Sir:

I read with mild interest... the results of a poll conducted by the University of Alabama students... which showed that of wanted to have... the most students preferred to choose the American system of athletics... It is biologically true that human tissues respond to any constraint... The human body is working on its own... that if we apply to any part of the body excessive pressure in the form of straps, bands, string, up- litting devices, etc. the same part of the body which has been subjected to such deformations of beauty and fashion... If we are to apply common sense... instead of trying to force the image of Blatz into our girls, why not let her go on her own? Aura is not for the wearers of neckties... She is a product of the times, and it is not logical that if we apply to any part of the body excessive pressure such pressure... which has been subjected to such deformations... She is a product of the times, and it is not logical that if we apply to any part of the body excessive pressure... Let the forces of nature have their course... Let the forces of nature have their course... From this point of view, we are not... A native of Rotterdam,... was a singer and... in the Salvation Army... and... as a singer in the Salvation Army... in the Salvation Army... and... as a singer in the Salvation Army... and... as a singer in the Salvation Army... and... as a singer in the Salvation Army...

Mr. Schlatter reported that the Freshman Dance Committee was having troubles selling tickets... The minutes of the meeting of February 11, 1948 were accepted as read.

Mr. Kallman promised... have disqualification on a basis of... when this basis was not clearly shown by Greek models. And I do not believe that... I would like to suggest that..."